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Mi-T-M® Corporation

Announces Line of

Generators

Mi-T-M is introducing

a full line of portable gen-

erators for the rental and

construction industries.

Featuring three inverters and 15 standard models,

the new product line offers a unit for power sourcing

needs from 1650–13,000 W.

The inverter technology models range from 1650–4300

W. This technology features compact design, low

noise levels and smooth-waveform power for the

computer industry. The industrial product line features

a roll cage which incorporates a new isolator design,

extended fuel tank capacity and solid state circuitry.

These units range from 2500–13,000 W.

Circle 802

Cat Pumps Offers New Catalog

The Guide to Reciprocating

Positive Displacement Triplex Piston

and Plunger Pumps is a new cat-

alog with a user-friendly and

informative format that guides

the reader through the process

of selecting the right pump for an

application. The catalog also fea-

tures special centrifugal pumps,

custom engineered power units, and accessories.

In the catalog, piston and plunger pumps are

grouped by frame size, and selection charts provide

performance, materials of construction, rpm, and

drive type. The new pump catalog prepares the user

for Cat Pumps’ online Product Selector.

Circle 801

SolarSun Introduces

Clear Coating

Following five years of

testing, SolarSun introduces

VinylClear. All the user has

to do is open the package,

attach VinylClear to a garden

hose, and spray the house. It takes about 15 minutes to

coat an average-size home. One package has enough

VinylClear to cover 2500 sq ft. VinylClear keeps vinyl, alu-

minum or painted siding and other nonporous surfaces

cleaner. The non-toxic, insoluble, water-dispersible, eas-

ily-sprayed coating, slows the growth of mildew and

algae for years. VinylClear is a new product by a company

that has been in the coatings industry for more than 30 years.

Circle 803

Uvex® Launches Line of

Polarized Safety Eyewear

Utilizing the same top

quality, polarized lenses

found in high-end sunglasses,

Uvex Polarized Safety Eyewear reduces glare and improves

visual acuity. Wearers are better able to see fine details and

deep colors, improving job safety in environments where

glare or harsh light conditions can cause problems.

“These lenses are perfect for industries where people

work around water, such as fisheries, naval, and boating,”

said Erica Osley, Senior Product Manager for Uvex.

“They’re also great for other outdoor applications such as

construction, road work, and utilities. Workers report

less eye strain, and their sleek styling makes them a hit.”

Key to the optical quality of the lenses is a proprietary

process in which filters are combined with the lenses while

they are in a liquid state. Unlike adhesive bonding and heat

laminating which cause optical distortion, this process

yields optically clear lenses of the highest quality.

Adjustable nose pads and black rubber temple tips facil-

itate comfort. A curved lens design provides built-in

side protection to meet the requirements of ANSI Z87+

for high impact protection, and Uvex polarized lenses block

99.9% of UVA, UVB, UVC and harmful blue light.

Circle 805

New Goodyear Hose Helps

Barens Bail Puddles

Goodyear Engineered Products

and Barens, Inc., have joined forces

to fight fluid buildup, keeping

surfaces cleaner and feet drier.

Goodyear SpiraFlow pressure washer hose, with its

non-pooling hydra-channel design, allows water and

cleaning fluids to drain beneath it, rather than build up behind

it, according to Keith Collett, marketing manager for

Goodyear’s industrial hose business.

“Fluids dam up behind a conventional hose’s smooth sur-

face,” said Collett. “When the surface dries, there’s a long,

crescent-shaped dusting of dirt and soap residue left behind.”

Designed exclusively for the pressure washer indus-

try, SpiraFlow with its spiral-grooved surface breaks

the seal between the hose and surface being cleaned, allow-

ing cleaning fluids and dirt to pass under the hose.

There’s an added bonus, according to Barens Vice

President Frank Shaderline. “SpiraFlow’s unique design and

flexible heavy-duty cover,” he explained, “reduces friction

and wear, because less hose surface is in contact with the

ground.  “That can mean a longer-lasting hose for end-users.”

The 3⁄8th-inch inside diameter hose has a 4,000-psi rat-

ing and is available in five lengths, ranging from 50- to 200-

feet. Available colors are black and non-marking blue or gray.
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